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We study the formation of spot patterns seen in bacterial colonies when the bacteria are subjected
to oxidative stress due to hazardous by-products of respiration. The cell density is coupled to a
chemoattractant concentration as well as to nutrient and waste fields. The model combines the
propagation of a front of motile bacterial radially outward from an initial site, a Turing instability
of the uniformly dense state, and a reduction of motility for cells sufficiently far behind the front. The
wide variety of patterns seen in the experiments is reproduced by the model by varying the details of
the initiation of the chemoattractant emission as well as the transition to a nonmotile phase.

PACS numbers: 87.10.+e, 47.20.Hw
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Over the past few years, there has been a significa
increase in our understanding of how spatial patter
emerge via the propagating interfacial dynamics o
nonequilibrium systems [1,2]. We have discovered ho
seemingly different systems can nonetheless exhibit str
ingly similar behavior, due to the existence of nonequ
librium pattern selection principles. These principles re
on the idea that the final structure which emerges from
initially (linearly) unstable state is affected mostly by th
nature of the instability, the possible existence of stab
highly nonequilibrium isolated steady-state structure
(such as the single dendrite in nonequilibrium solid
fication), and the competition between globally ordere
arrangements of these structures as compared
more disordered morphologies. This framewor
has been applied to a variety of systems of phy
ical, chemical, and, most recently [3], biologica
interest.

In this work [4], we analyze spot and stripe pattern
seen in bacterial growth experiments; the first such resu
were due to Berg and Budrene [5] ine. coli. They found
that cells could aggregate chemotactically, resulting in
wide variety of different colony structures ranging from
arrays of spots to radially oriented stripes to arrangeme
of more complex elongated spots. In their study,e. coli
were grown on single carbon source media, and t
appearance of patterns only in the case of a high
oxidized nutrient suggested that respiratory by-produc
(leading to oxidative stress [6]) trigger the observe
chemotactic behavior. Two of their figures are reproduc
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in Fig. 1. It is worth noting that this class of patterns i
not limited to e. coli; similar structures have been see
in Salmonella typhimurium [7] and in Bacillus subtilis
[8]. We suspect that this class of patterns is a univers
“possibility” for microbial systems aggregating in the fac
of adversity.

Normally, bacteria divide and spread out into region
of initially low density. This can take the form of an
expanding circle [9], or if some metabolic factor is in
short supply, a (set of) expanding ring(s) [10]. In th
presence of the aforementioned oxidative stress, the b
teria begin to emit a chemoattractant (believed to be a
partate) which causes them to aggregate via biasing th
motion. Eventually, the bacteria turn nonmotile, freez
ing the pattern into place. From the modeling point o
view, the coupling of the chemoattractant diffusion equ
tion to the bacterial density evolution leads to a Turing
like instability of the uniform density state. If we were
to start the entire system at uniform bacterial densit
patterns would develop as soon as the concentration
waste reaches a threshold value. These patterns wo
be defect ridden, governed by the precise details of t
initial conditions. This is indeed what was observed i
the case of the purposeful addition of hydrogen pero
ide. The symmetric structures seen during growth fro
a single inoculated site are thus due to the interplay
the expansion with the Turing instability as triggered b
the waste field, and possibly autocatalytically by the a
tractant field itself. Below, we will see how this occurs
within our model.
© 1995 The American Physical Society 1859
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FIG. 1. Two examples of patterns of bacteriae. coli in
experiments by Budrene and Berg [1]: radial alignment of spo
(a), radially oriented stripes (b).

Based on the above, we propose the following set
continuum equations for this system [11]:

Ùr  Dr
$=2r 1 Gsr, nd 2 yc

$= ? sr $=cd 2 Ifwgr , (1)

Ùrn  Ifwgr (2)

Ùn  Dn
$=2n 2 arn , (3)

Ùw  Dw
$=2w 1 awrn 2 sbw 1 grdw , (4)

Ùc  Dc
$=2c 1 T fw, cgr 2 bcc . (5)

Herer andrn are densities of motile and nonmotile bac
teria, w is a concentration of respiratory waste product
c is the chemoattractant concentration which is emitte
by the bacterium, andn is the nutrient which is eaten by
bacteria.

Equation (1) contains a growth term which we typicall
take to be of the formG  rrpnysn 1 n0d 2 gr3, with
p . 1 [12]; this form reflects the nutrient-inhibited growth
of cells at a low food concentration and a finite reprodu
tion rate which is achieved in a “nutrient-rich” limit. At
high density of bacteria the growth is limited by the nonlin
ear term2gr3. Motion is governed by diffusion and by a
chemotactic term representing the response of the bacte
to a gradient in the attractant. The strength of the chem
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tactic response is determined by the coefficientyc. As
already mentioned, it is important to incorporate the fa
that sufficiently far behind the advancing front, the bacter
differentiate into a nonmotile formssstermIfwgr in Eqs. (1)
and (2). We assume that the transition occurs due
the accumulation of effects due to starvation; specificall
the transition to the nonmotile phase occurs whennc ;Rt

0 sn0 2 ndusn0 2 nd dt exceeds some threshold value
ntr , i.e., by settingIfwg  dQsnc 2 ntrd [13] [Qsxd is
the Heaviside function]. Depletion of food is described b
Eq. (3), it is assumed that the rate of consumption is pr
portional to the density of bacteriaandthe concentration of
food itself, so it never becomes negative. The rate of was
accumulation is proportional to the nutrient consumptio
term [Eq. (4)], and we assume that the waste decompo
with a rate dependent on the bacterial density, as this
in fact, the underlying reason for the bacteria to aggrega
Finally, the emission of chemoattractantc is proportional
to the local density of bacteria, and it is triggered by lo
cal waste field; specifically, we assume that the chemo
tractant is emitted if eitherw . w0 andc . c0 or w .

w1, wherew1 . w0 sssformally, T fw, cg  gcsgnfQsw 2

w0dQsc 2 c0d 1 Qsw 2 w1dgddd. The difference between
w1 and w0 represents the possible autocatalytic behavi
of the attractant. The last term in Eq. (5) describes expe
mentally documented decomposition of chemoattractan

To understand the structure of our model, it is conv
nient to first consider the case of a constant uniform n
trient (n ¿ n0, a  0) and in the absence of any waste
effects (i.e.,T  1). The system now has an unstabl
steady stater  c  0. If we start with an initial condi-
tion of localized bacteria density amidst a sea ofr  0,
the density will spread. In the absence of coupling toc,
the equation for density takes a form of the Kolmogorov
Petrovsky-Piskunov equation for which it is well known
that the front would move at a speed2

p
Drr via the usual

marginal stability criterion [14]. By continuity, the front
will continue to expand as long asyc is not too large. On
the other hand, the nontrivial uniform state is given b
r 

p
r, c  1yb. The stability of this state to perturba-

tions with wave vectorq is given by the roots of

sv 1 Drq2 1 2rd sv 1 Dcq2 1 bcd  ycr1y2q2. (6)

It is easy to see that for large enough chemotac
responseyc this system has a band of wave vectors wit
purely real and positive growth ratesv. The instability
is generated by the chemotactic term in (1), which in th
linear approximation provides negative cross-diffusivity
In this respect it differs from the usual Turing instability
as the latter require different diagonal diffusivitiesDr

vs Dc. Combining these arguments leads one to expe
that generically there exists an intermediate range ofyc

for which the bacteria density will propagate outward an
create an expanding Turing-unstable region. Adding t
nutrient field back in does not alter the above conclusio
in any qualitatively important manner. The importance o
waste dynamics will be discussed below.
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To simulate the above equations, we used a split-st
spectral code on a128 3 128 lattice; specifically, the
linear parts of the evolution were treated by fast Fouri
transforms and the nonlinear pieces by explicit finit
differences. Lattice anisotropy which comes primaril
from discretizing the chemotactic term in Eq. (1) wa
minimized by computing it simultaneously on two lattice
which differ by 45± rotation [15]. We can immediately
verify the above simple features and proceed to discu
the formation of complex ordered structures.

Let us first focus on colony dynamics in the absence
a threshold for chemoattractant emission [Tsw, cd ; 1].
In Figure 2, we show a snapshot of a typical simulatio
of the model equations. As the interface propagat
outwards, it creates a set of concentric rings. The break
of the rings into spots occurs somewhere behind the fro
dependent on the specific value ofyc; for small enough
yc, the rings do not break up. Ordered arrangemen
of the spots are hard to achieve, since the interacti
between different rings is extremely small. Moreover, th
appearance of a number of rings behind the outer rings
not in accord with the Budrene and Berg experiment.
most cases the spots appeared right behind the outer ri

To account for this effect, we impose the thresho
for chemoattractant emission. The existence of th
strong nonlinearity makes the rear part of the outer rin
extremely sensitive to the structure of the waste an
chemical fields. In particular, the emission is triggere
preferentially at certain angular positions as opposed
along an entire ring. This then can cure the two previo
problems—proper thresholding can lead directly to spo
and previous spots strongly bias the formation of ne
spots. In Fig. 3, we show the results of full mode
simulations, showing significantly improved agreeme

FIG. 2. A snapshot of bacteria density (r 1 0.5rn) at t  18
within the model with Dn  0.4, Dc  0.2, Dw  0.4, a 
0.12, r  1.8, bc  g  gc  1, aw  0.3, bw  0.1, g 
0.2, n0  0.5, ntr  0.03, d  0.5, andyc  6.0, thresholds
for chemoattractant disabled, system size is 40, time step 0.
Concentric rings are formed in the wake of the outer ring.
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with experiment. We now discuss in turn the thresho
choices that lead to the differing results in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3(a), we see that spots form at positions suc
that they will eventually form radial rows; these rows
are quite similar to those in the experimental pattern

FIG. 3. (a) Same as in Fig. 2 but with enabled threshold
(w0  0.3, w1  0.55, c0  0.04) and yc  7; radial rows of
spots are clearly seen [cf. Fig. 1(a)].(b) Same as in (a)
but with weaker chemotaxis (yc  6), radial stripes similar to
Fig. 1(b) are seen. (c) Pattern ofr 1 0.5rn within the model
(1)–(5) with different thresholds (w0  0.3, w1  0.5, c0 
0.5) and higher chemotaxis (yc  9), other parameters are the
same as inb. A staggered alignment is seen far from the cente
1861
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Fig. 1(a). The reason for this is that the concentration
c in the ring of currently aggregating spots is nonuniform
and due to diffusion this inhomogeneity spreads into th
rear part of the outer ring. This biases the location for th
new spots so they are created right in front of the previo
spots. Once the spots form, they are not allowed to mo
very far, since as the nutrient depletes, bacteria transfo
into a nonmotile phase. If the chemotactic respon
(yc) is reduced, instead of radially aligned spots, radi
stripes are formed; this too has been seen experimenta
[see Figs. 1(b) and 3(b)]. We note in passing that th
brightness of spots in experimental images is greater
motile bacteria, so in all numerical figures we show th
gray scale plots ofsr 1 0.5rnd.

In the other main experimental spot pattern, the spo
arrange themselves in a manner such that the new s
appears roughly between two preexisting ones at t
previous ring. By adjusting the values ofc0 and w1 we
can produce a similar pattern as well [see Fig. 3(c)]. B
significantly increasing the thresholdc0 we effectively
made the residual level of chemoattractant irrelevant, a
instead the waste thresholdw1 plays the major role.
We should note, however, that this structure seems
be missing the visually striking spirals which create th
sunflower impression in the original Budrene and Ber
figure [Fig. 1(a) of their paper]. Whether this differenc
represents a shortcoming of our model which tends
keep spots along circular rings, or, as we feel more likel
that a larger system with less anisotropy and perhaps
different set of parameters could reproduce this visu
impression is a question for future work.

To summarize, we have shown how the interplay o
front propagation and a Turing-type instability can lea
to spot patterns similar to those observed in bacterial a
gregation. We have concentrated on generic mechanis
which should remain important regardless of the details
the explicit biological interactions as these details becom
clearer. One important conclusion is that the biologic
mechanism for the “turning on” of chemotattractant emis
sion is of critical importance in giving rise to the observe
colonies. Of course, attempts at more quantitative com
parison would require as input the functional depende
cies of all the various pieces entering into the dynamic
We feel that this level of detailed modeling is a reasonab
undertaking only after a demonstration that physics do
indeed have a hope of describing what is going on wit
out the need to invoke an incredibly complex hierarchy o
biological mechanisms. This paper has been an attem
1862
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to demonstrate exactly this point and to thereby provi
motivation for a future quantitative study.
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